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Abstract: Despite the systems approach to accident analysis being the dominant research paradigm and the concept of SMS being introduced in high-risk industries already for several years, accident investigation practice is still poor in analysing the basic elements that compose a safety management system (SMS) and in embracing system theory. In search of a systemic method for accident analysis that is easily applicable and less resource demanding than the actual methods, Accou and Reniers (2019) developed the SAfety FRactal ANalysis (SAFRAN) method. The method, which is based on the principles of an SMS with resilience as the explicit safety strategy, aims at finding a good balance between examining the complexity of a socio-technical system and making optimal use of limited resources and people; factors that often restrict the possibility for in-depth analysis of accidents. A series of practical tests, often involving active accident investigators, made it possible to examine and validate the SAFRAN method against the criteria Underwood (2013) developed to evaluate systemic accident analysis methods. Based on the performed evaluation, which includes elements related to the development of the method as well as system approach and usability characteristics, the study concludes that, when it comes to applying a systems approach to accident analysis and with the aim of creating more sustainable and resilient performance, the current investigation practice could gain from having the SAFRAN method as part of the investigation toolkit.
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1. Introduction

The complexity of the socio-technical system in most of the high-risk industries has increased significantly in recent decades and continues to increase. This has led to the current way of managing safety being questioned (e.g., [1,2]) and alternatives being sought. In the multitude of often conflicting opinions, the idea that the performance of a (socio-technical) system should be approached in its entirety seems to be endorsed by everyone, as well as the need to strive for resilience, i.e., the ability to perform in a resilient manner. Underwood and Waterson [3] identified this system thinking approach to understanding socio-technical system accidents as the dominant paradigm in accident analysis research. However, this seems to be in stark contrast to current accident investigation practice. In addition, Accou and Reniers [4] also considered the lack of in-depth analysis into (elements of) safety management systems (SMS) as a problem of current accident investigation practice. This, even though the concept of SMS was introduced and, in most cases, even legally imposed as the appropriate way to organise safety management in most high-risk industries, already for several years if not decades.

To provide a constructive answer to this problem, Accou and Reniers [4] developed the SAfety FRactal ANAnalysis (SAFRAN) method, with the main aim of guiding accident investigators, in an intuitive and logical way, to ask questions that help gain a deeper understanding of the capability of organisations to monitor and manage safety critical variability. The findings close to operations that explain the occurrence are the elements...
accident investigators are first confronted with [5]. The SAFRAN method uses these findings as the starting point to further guide investigators also analysing the relevant processes of an SMS (and wider socio-technical system) that should organise and control safety performance. The essence, however, of using the SAFRAN method for evaluating the performance of the different processes in a socio-technical system is to approach them in a similar way. To allow this, the SAFRAN method is built around a unique unit of analysis called the Safety Fractal. This model or unit reflects a generic set of basic requirements that are needed to control safety-related activities. It was constructed by comparing a theoretical model describing the desired functioning of an SMS with specific requirements for process capability that can represent the management of activities at an operational level [4]. Building on the similarities between both references, a five-step safety management delivery system was identified, with the following logic:

1. Specify: the scope and desired outcome of an activity are specified, roles and responsibilities identified, disrupting events are anticipated and risk control measures (rules, barriers) are designed (i.e., work as imagined).
2. Implement—train, equip, organise: all is conducted to have activities performed by enough competent people, adequate technical resources are put available and maintained, work products and resources to be used are identified, and work is planned in detail.
3. Perform: the activity is executed, responding to real life constraints and disturbances (i.e., work as conducted).
4. Verify: the system’s performance is monitored, i.e., verifying the match between work as designed and work as actually performed, as well as the elements that could affect this performance in the near term.
5. Adapt: it is known what has happened and lessons are learned from experience, and adequate changes to control, or implementation elements, are introduced.

The above Safety Fractal was then compared with the common accident investigation approach that was distilled by Wienen et al. [6], based on an analysis of state of the art in incident and accident analysis methods while searching for an appropriate accident analysis method that could be used for analysing incidents that cause service unavailability in the Dutch telecommunication sector:

1. Find all events that have a causal relationship with the accident
2. Describe the history of the accident by linking these events.
3. Find all conditions that enabled these events, including events that lead to those conditions (only in Epidemiological and Systemic methods).
4. Identify components, feedback mechanisms and control mechanisms that played a role during the development of the accident (only in Systemic methods).
5. Identify at which point the accident could have been prevented and analyse if this can be generalised.
6. Draw conclusions and propose improvement actions.

Applying this common accident investigation approach, with the Safety Fractal as a basis, finally resulted in the following investigation logic [4]: five simple steps that help to evaluate the human and organisational factors that influenced actions and decision making, regardless of the hierarchical level at which they are situated.

In short, the consecutive steps for one iteration of the SAFRAN method can be summarised as follows:

- **STEP 1**—critical performance: starting close to the event sequence, identify the function or activity that showed critical variability in its performance;
- **STEP 2**—expected performance: for the selected function, identify the expected performance as prescribed and/or specified;
- **STEP 3**—source(s) of performance variability (SPV): identify the factor(s) that can explain the critical variability in performance;
• STEP 1—critical performance: starting close to the event sequence, identify the function or process that logically would represent the initial process, towards the left-hand side of a triangle representing the initial function should be further analysed. The link between both functions represents the capability of the system to verify the variability in the performance of the initially investigated function, indicating the link with the identified SPV. Secondly, the process that logically would manage this should be further investigated, with the identified SPV as the outcome of the process performance. In such a case, the investigated new function is graphically represented by a new triangle and an arrow, starting from the bottom of a previously identified triangle. This investigation logic can then be repeated for each analysed triangle as the starting point for identifying new implementing or control processes for further analysis. The graphical representation of this logic is illustrated in Figure 2 below.

Figure 1. The Safety Fractal.

The investigation logic of the SAFRAN method further suggests two possible ways of identifying a function that should be analysed in a further iteration. Firstly, for each of the identified SPV of the initially investigated function, the process that logically would manage this should be further investigated, with the identified SPV as the outcome of the process performance of this process. In such a case, the investigated new function is graphically represented by a new triangle and an arrow, starting from the bottom of a previously investigated function, indicates the link with the identified SPV. Secondly, the process that represents the capability of the system to verify the variability in the performance of the initially investigated function should be further analysed. The link between both functions is represented by an arrow starting from number 4, on the right-hand side of the triangle representing the initial process, towards the left-hand side of a triangle representing the function that verifies variability in the performance of the initial function or process. This logic can then be repeated for each analysed triangle as the starting point for identifying new implementing or control processes for further analysis. The graphical representation of this logic is illustrated in Figure 2 below.
The following sections of this paper aim to validate SAFRAN as a method that allows to analyse the performance of socio-technical systems and that will lead to the identification of countermeasures that introduce a sustainable change towards a more resilient performance. Chapter 2 explains the methodology that was used to achieve this. The systematic analysis of an existing investigation into a major railway accident that provides elements to apply the chosen methodology for validating the SAFRAN method is equally covered in the second chapter. The third chapter reports in detail on the findings of the performed evaluation, while Chapter 4 critically discusses these findings to come to a conclusion in Chapter 5.

2. Methodology

Underwood [7] mentions a lack of (empirical) validation as the most likely aspect related to the development of an accident model or investigation method that would affect its selection and use by practitioners. Several studies equally mention the validity and reliability of an accident analysis method as a prime evaluation criterion (e.g., [8–10]). Yet, for most of the existing systemic accident analysis methods, proper validation appears to be missing [7]. In that context, practical and resource constraints could be mentioned as the main reason why it is difficult to conduct controlled experiments in this field of research, as well as the often very subjective nature of accident analysis, which results in main findings and recommendations depending highly on the analyst and his or her knowledge and experience. To validate the SAFRAN method, it was therefore opted to check the method and its composing elements against a set of tested criteria, still trying to ensure a high level of practitioner involvement.

2.1. Evaluation Criteria

With the aim of examining how the theoretical and practical characteristics may hinder their adoption and use by accident investigation practitioners, Underwood [7] has designed an evaluation framework that allows to assess and compare accident analysis methods. As graphically summarised in Figure 3 below, this evaluation framework is composed of a set of criteria that cover three basic elements: the development process of the analysis method (A), its potential to cover a systems approach (B) and its essential usage characteristics (C).
To ensure the relevance of this evaluation framework as the reference to evaluate and validate the SAFRAN method, its different components were compared with criteria identified in other research papers that either examined and compared the characteristics of accident analysis methods ([8]; Benner (1985) and Hollnagel (1998) in [10]) or provided guidance on the selection of such methods for practitioners [3,6,10–12]. This comparison confirmed Underwood’s evaluation framework as a solid reference to evaluate the weaknesses and strengths of accident analysis methods, not only to cover the complexity of socio-technical systems but also to gain acceptance by accident investigation practitioners. Based on this analysis, the only adaptation of this initial evaluation framework that is proposed is to widen the scope of the timeline component, which is part of the usage characteristics, to a broader capability to provide a comprehensive and clear picture that paints the narrative of the accident. Further nuances in the description of the different components between the above authors, when relevant for this study, will be treated when describing the evaluation of the SAFRAN method in Chapter 3 of this paper. A summary of the different elements covered by each of the cited authors is available in Appendix B.

To be able to evaluate the SAFRAN method against this evaluation framework, a series of diverse tests has been conducted.

After a short introduction to the method by one of the authors, two Master’s students at Cranfield University each applied the SAFRAN method in order to compare the results with previous in-company investigations that were performed without following a specific investigation or analysis method. In one case study, Flovenz [13] used the actual incident data from a jet blast incident of a commercial airline company he previously investigated to re-analyse the event with the SAFRAN method. Malone [14] also used the incident data from an event she previously analysed and compared the results from the SAFRAN analysis of a railway construction incident, where a worker entered an unsupported excavation, with similar analyses performed with the STEP and the Barrier analysis methods. The results of both case studies provide valuable input for evaluating the usefulness of the method and its potential to cover different elements of the respective safety management and wider socio-technical systems, compared to in-company investigations using no specific method, which is still the main accident investigation practice [7].
In addition, during the different phases of development of the method, one of the authors also has had the chance, on different occasions, to train both students and active investigation practitioners in using the SAFRAN method. Although the received feedback was not consistently gathered in a formal way, this gave a good inside into how easy the method is to understand and what time and effort are needed to learn to apply the SAFRAN method. In addition, some of these investigators also freely provided useful feedback after the first applications of the method. This was especially the case for the Swiss Transportation Safety Investigation Board (STSB) and UK’s Rail Accident Investigation Branch (RAIB), with whom a separate feedback session was organised.

Finally, similar to what Underwood and Waterson [15] conducted to compare the ATSB, AcciMap and STAMP methods, the SAFRAN method was used to analyse in detail the 2007 Grayrigg train derailment as described by the UK’s Rail Accident Investigation Branch in its independent investigation of this accident [16]. This allows for additional comparison, this time also using the SAFRAN method. The analysis of the Grayrigg train derailment formed the capstone of a series of close to 100 similar studies, where the information from publicly available accident investigation reports was ordered in a SAFRAN-logic. Although also investigation reports from other types of transport modes (e.g., shipping and aviation) were analysed, most of the studies were related to the railways, and derailment events, in particular [4,17,18].

2.2. Applying SAFRAN to the Grayrigg Accident

To justify their choice of using the Grayrigg accident for testing whether the widely used Swiss Cheese Model can provide for a systems thinking approach, Underwood and Waterson [15] argue that the combination of railways as a complex socio-technical system with many stakeholders and the scope and comprehensiveness of the final investigation report [16] provide a solid basis and data source for a systemic analysis.

The derailment of an express passenger train at Grayrigg on 23 February 2007, causing the fatality of one passenger, represents one of the highest profile accidents in UK rail history. The investigation concluded that the accident was caused by the unsafe state of a switch, forcing some of the wheelsets from the first vehicle into the reducing gauge between both switch rails. As a result, all the other vehicles of the train derailed, and eight of all nine derailed vehicles subsequently fell down an embankment, with five turning on their side. Of the total of 4 crew members and at least 105 passengers, one passenger was killed, 28 passengers, the train driver and one other crew member received serious injuries, while 58 passengers got minorly injured. A scheduled inspection in the week before the accident, which should have detected the degradation, was omitted. Additionally, several shortcomings in inspection and maintenance practices and, more generally, the safety management arrangements of the responsible infrastructure manager were identified as underlying factors.

The information available in RAIB’s investigation report was analysed in detail to identify the different functions throughout the railway socio-technical system that showed critical variability in relation to the accident, as well as the sources of performance variability that could explain this. This safety information was then structured and graphically represented using the SAFRAN investigation logic, linking the functions through either the implementation side or the control side of a triangle. In the next step, in order to facilitate the comparison with the results of Underwood and Waterson [15], the different elements that resulted from this work were put next to their analysis, and when relevant, the code or labelling of the information was aligned. Finally, the timeline with the sequence of events that explains the physical mechanism that led the switch to be in an unsafe state was added. The result of this analysis is graphically represented in Appendix A.

In this graphical representation, the boxes with a green lining represent the physical sequence of events. From this sequence, focusing on variability in the performance of the system, the initial SAFRAN analysis only picked up the information on the setting of the residual switch opening and the unsafe state of the switch. The boxes that describe the
gradual deterioration of the switches were added. Boxes filled with a similar colour present the same or related information, while the boxes with red text represent information that is covered in the SAFRAN figure but is not available in the ATSB or AcciMap as proposed by Underwood and Waterson [15].

The triangles represent the system functions that, based on the information provided in the investigation report [16], showed critical performance variability. For each of these triangles, information on the actual performance (left-hand side of the triangle and represented by the number 1), the sources of performance variability (bottom of each triangle, and represented by the number 3), and the control elements of the function (right-hand side of each triangle and representing respectively the “specify” (numbers 2), “verify” (numbers 4) and “adapt” (numbers 5) elements). Five of the fourteen identified functions represent the first iteration, describing either an activity that leads to the unsafe state of the switch (i.e., tightening switch bar fasteners and setting the residual switch opening) or activity to identify the status of the switch in several grades of deterioration (i.e., the routine basic inspections, analysed separately for its generic process characteristics and for the specific case where a planned inspection was missed, and the (non-) verification of the switch position when the switch rail is separated from the detector rod). The verification of the residual switch opening could also be considered as verifying the status of the switch (and thus a first iteration) but is here considered as the capability to verify the initial setting of the switch and thus a second iteration. With the functions that represent the design of the switch rail joint, the assessment of risks of point defects, the management of staff competence and the management of track access, second iterations initiated to analyse the management of identified sources of performance variability is detected. The triangles that represent the reporting of track faults, the plan–do–review meetings, the audits of asset conditions, the compliance and assurance regime, and the supervision by the safety regulators show consecutive iterations following the hierarchical control structure both inside and outside the organisation responsible for keeping the switch in a good operational state.

The red-coloured numbers on the side of the triangles, finally, represent a logical continuation of the investigation when applying the SAFRAN method, which is not covered in the analysed investigation report. Except for the function to “Manage track access”, where no source of performance variability could be identified, all other red numbers represent the possibility of further investigating the capability of the responsible organisation(s) to identify possible variability in the performance of the related functions. This step is comparable to the feedback loop in a STAMP analysis, with a nuance that SAFRAN urges to focus this analysis on identifying performance variability and does not require identifying the entire control structure but rather describes it with each new iteration. As will be argued further on in this paper, systematically analysing the capability to identify (and control) variability could, however, be the most viable source to generate recommendations that may lead to a more sustainable change of a specific function and probably the entire system with it. In addition, also the management of several of the identified sources of performance variability could have offered an opportunity for further investigation

3. Findings

In the following sections, the combined findings of the gathered experience with applying the SAFRAN method is used to evaluate the method against the different elements of Underwood’s evaluation framework [7].

3.1. Development Process (A)

The first pillar in the evaluation framework represents the cumulative stages that should be followed when developing an analysis tool, according to Wahlström (cited in [7]). For obvious reasons, the last two stages (i.e., validation and usage of the method) of the proposed scheme will not be covered in this section of the paper. The formal validation of the SAFRAN method forms the subject of the entire paper, and although we could already report on some first usage of the method, the available information is considered
insufficient to present a valid picture of how the method is used in practice. The remaining evaluation criteria therefore are the problem definition (A.1), the selection of the modelling approach (A.2) and the creation of a system model (A.3) when applying the method.

3.1.1. A.1 Problem Definition

A first requirement is the problem definition: is the reason for creating the method well defined?

Several authors (e.g., [19,20]) already concluded that the current scope of accident and incident investigations is usually limited to investigating the immediate causes and decision-making processes related to the accident sequence. Important factors, including management decisions [21], contributing to the accident are hereby often overlooked and weaknesses in the SMS are hardly ever analysed [22]. It should therefore be of no surprise that those investigations don’t guide directly towards solutions that can be found within elements of the legally obliged SMS. While the SMS, based on a holistic approach with operational, supporting and controlling elements functioning together, is identified by Accou and Reniers [23] as an appropriate vehicle to support the organisation of resilience in an organisation, this means that the actual accident investigation practice misses a giant opportunity to improve the system under investigation in a more sustainable way.

Underlying causes that could explain these findings refer to investigation methods not being developed in line with a system thinking approach to accident causation [9,24–26] but also a lack of vertical interaction between the different levels of the socio-technical system, resulting in a problem of incorporating theoretical management models such as SMS as a tool for resolving issues related to human performance or technical failure at the operational level [27].

To address these problems, SAFRAN was developed as an investigation analysis method with the aim of guiding investigators to better explore the composing elements of an SMS in a natural and logical way.

3.1.2. A.2 Modelling Approach Selection

A second criterion, linked with the development process of an investigation method, is whether there is clarity on the conceptual approach that has been adopted or has influenced the method. Similar requirements were put forward by Sklet [11] and Katsakiori et al. [8], who explicitly refer to an underlying accident model. Speziali and Hollnagel [10], in addition, mention the consistency requirement with an organisation’s safety program concepts, put forward by Benner (1985), and the need to have a method grounded in a clear identifiable model of human action, referring to earlier work of Hollnagel (1998).

As explained in the introduction chapter, the SAFRAN method is built around a unique unit of analysis, called the Safety Fractal, that reflects a generic set of basic requirements that are needed to control safety-related activities. While the SMS may be considered by some authors as a product of reactive safety management [1], Pariès et al. [28] argue that several safety strategies can fit within an SMS framework. This logic was followed for the Safety Fractal by “translating” Hollnagel’s four potentials required for a resilient performance [29] as well as Denyer’s ideas on “paradoxical thinking” [30] into the above steps. As a result, with resilience explicitly identified as the safety strategy to follow, the focus for managing safety with the Safety Fractal shifts from eliminating threats towards controlling the variability in process performance [4]. In this context, all contextual elements that could create variability in the human performance of the process should be considered to understand a work situation.

A set of these “sources of performance variability” (SPV) was identified that fit the self-similar concept of the Safety Fractal [31]. Furthermore, when grouping the five steps of the Safety Fractal according to the nature of their goal, three distinct levels to observe the functioning of a process can be identified. A level of process performance in step (3) that is representing the direct functioning of the components that interact during process execution (“doing things”). This is also the level where variation against process specifications and/or
expectations can be observed. A level of **process implementation** through step (2) provides the resources and means to ensure the correct functioning (“doing things right”) of the process components during process execution. Finally, a level of **process control**, composed of steps (1), (4) and (5), ensures the sustainable control of risks related to all activities of the organisation (“doing the right things”).

Together, the implementing and controlling stages define the formal as well as the informal side of safety management and have a direct influence on performance. As such, the Safety Fractal represents a unique unit of analysis that can support the recent paradigm shift in safety management, still making optimal use of the experience gained with SMS over the past decades.

Continuing earlier developments of the Dutch Safety Management Model, Lin [32] proposed a way to connect the higher system level management controls with human and technical factors at the lower level. Similarly, Wahlström and Rollenhagen [33] propose using a control metaphor for the design and assessment of SMS in combination with the concepts of man, technology and organisational and information systems (MTOI) to ensure the continued safety of the operating systems. They further elaborate on how this control metaphor, which initially focuses on the safe management of sharp-end activities, can also be used for controlling the MTOI systems, as well as different safety management activities, separately and together. Additionally, Lin [32] used a general structured safety management model to further specify lower-level delivery systems that should ensure the management of individual factors that influence the performance of humans and hardware. Following this line of thought, we conclude that the Safety Fractal model has the potential to be applied for developing and/or assessing all types of activities, including those that form the control and implementing part of it, at every level of aggregation and at every level within a socio-technical system. This idea of a repeating pattern that displays at every scale, characteristic of fractals, also explains the name that was given to the model.

Comparing the above Safety Fractal, the common accident investigation approach that was distilled by Wienen et al. [6] finally resulted in the five-step investigation logic that was presented in the introduction [4]. As also explained in the introduction, this logic, which helps in understanding the performance of one specific process or activity, can then be repeated or iterated with the “next process” that focuses on the implementation of control sides of the previous process.

### 3.1.3. A.3 System Model Creation

With the adequate examination of a system’s environmental boundary, hierarchy and component relationships all covered by the second pillar in the evaluation framework, Underwood [7] limits the criterion of system model creation (i.e., the capability of a method to build a system diagram) to the question whether the system under investigation is graphically represented. Focusing specifically on the graphical output of a method, Underwood and Waterson [3] further complement this by questioning whether the produced graphical output helps to facilitate the analysis (e.g., by identifying evidence gaps) and provides a useful means of communicating the findings of analysis with others. Sklet [11], on the other hand, also stresses the need for a method to provide a graphical description of the event sequence, which is more related to the timeline consideration in the third pillar of the evaluation framework and is further discussed in that part. Closer to the concept of system model creation, however, he also reflects on whether an accident investigation method is inductive, deductive, morphological or non-system oriented. In this view, a deductive approach involves reasoning from the general to the specific; an inductive approach means reasoning from individual cases to a general conclusion, while the morphological approach would be based on the structure of the system under investigation.

For the graphical representation of a Safety Fractal, as also illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, a triangle was chosen, with each of the sides representing one of the three identified levels that can be used to observe the functioning of an activity or process: process performance on the left side, process implementation on the bottom and process control on the right
side. The related control processes of specifying, verifying and adapting performance are systematically numbered 2, 4 and 5, respectively. When presenting the results of an investigation, the name of the analysed function is written in the centre of the triangle, while the related findings for each of the levels are placed in a text box on the corresponding side of the triangle. The following Figure 4, zooming in on one of the analysed functions from the Grayrigg accident investigation, illustrates the approach.

![Graphical representation of one analysed function.](image)

**Figure 4.** Graphical representation of one analysed function.

When starting from the (critical) variability identified close to the sequence of events, the relevant parts of the system are identified, and a graphical model of the system is built. Rather than building a model of the entire system, however, it was chosen to only represent those elements that are identified as showing critical variability in their performance that appeared relevant for the accident under investigation. Applying such a morphological approach, the model is then growing each time the SAFRAN logic is applied for a new iteration. This approach allows overcoming the resource-demanding description of the entire system as required by FRAM [34], with its focus on describing in detail how something is performed, or STAMP [35], where step 3 of the method requires documenting the entire control structure in place.

As demonstrated with the Grayrigg analysis, as well as with a similar analysis of the 2013 Santiago de Compostela train crash investigation [18], the graphical representation of a SAFRAN analysis can easily support the investigation as such. To fully understand how the variability of a function is controlled, all elements of a triangle—i.e., a full iteration of the SAFRAN method with one function—should be available. If this is not the case, this may indicate that further evidence needs to be found as well as the type of evidence an investigator needs to look for. Furthermore, for each identified SPV, it can easily be verified whether a link exists with a new function to manage this SPV. If not, this could identify the need for a next step in the investigation, with a clear focus on what to investigate. A similar logic is equally valid for the functions to verify performance variability.

3.2. Systems Approach Characteristics (B)

The second pillar in the evaluation framework aims at verifying whether a method applies system thinking. To be able to perform this evaluation, Underwood [7] has identified three interrelated themes that broadly reflect the different elements that exist in the literature on systems theory: system structure (B.1), system component relationship (B.2) and system behaviour (B.3). This is in line with a later publication of Leveson [2], that defines a system as “a set of things (referred to as system components) that act together as a whole to achieve some common goal, objective or end.”, still emphasizing that the concept of a system is an abstraction, i.e., a model conceived by the viewer.
3.2.1. B.1 System Structure

Leveson [2] identifies ‘having a common goal or objective’ as the most fundamental part of a system. In a system, this goal is then normally achieved by a hierarchy of subsystems, and to understand the overall functioning of the system, it is necessary to examine each relevant hierarchical level. Examining lower levels of a system will reveal how a system functions to meet the set objectives while moving up that hierarchy will provide a deeper understanding of a system’s goal (Vincente, cited in [3]). Being able to represent a system’s hierarchy will therefore be an essential part of any systemic analysis method. Similarly, Salmon et al. [12] require a systemic method to be capable of covering the entire socio-technical system, while Sklet [11] already referred to the possibility of including the six levels of a socio-technical system as identified by Rasmussen (i.e., work, staff, management, company, regulators and government). Being able to describe a system also includes a clear view of the system boundaries and the system’s environment, i.e., those elements or components that are situated outside the system but whose behaviour can still affect the system state. This requirement to define boundaries between system elements is equally covered by Waterson et al. [9], who also refer to the capability to address external and environmental aspects of the work domain (e.g., regulatory or economic influences on safety).

By systematically guiding investigators to identify the functions that can either manage the sources of performance variability as well as the capability of the related organisations to verify and control the performance variability, the SAFRAN method actively supports the description of the hierarchy of functions in the system under investigation. As illustrated in Figure 5 below, it took only three or four iterations to reach the regulatory level in the Grayrigg case.

Figure 5. Illustration of hierarchical levels of control with SAFRAN for the Grayrigg accident.

Furthermore, for each iteration, the SAFRAN method requires not only to describe events, actions and conditions that can explain the performance of a function—something that is, according to the study of Underwood and Waterson [15], characteristic of the ATSB
and AcciMap method. Similar to what is required for a STAMP analysis, the SAFRAN method combines this with the requirement to also document and analyse the functioning of the system control structure, as far as relevant for the performance variability that was identified at lower levels in the system. Analysing the specification of the objectives to be achieved by the consecutive functions with each new iteration, as well as the related responsibilities, also defines the boundaries of the (parts of the) system under investigation.

3.2.2. B.2 System Component Relationship

Underwood [7] requires with this criterion the possibility to study a system in a holistic way, considering all components (i.e., human and technical) as well as the relationships between them. Leveson [2] refers to this as the ‘atomistic’ characteristic of systems, meaning that a system can be separated into components with interactive behaviour or relationships between the components. Both precise that in socio-technical systems, however, there will be some “emergent” system properties for which the analysis of individual components cannot be combined to explain the overall system performance.

Similar to what Underwood and Waterson [15] found for the ATSB, the AcciMap and the STAMP method, SAFRAN requires the analyst to take a holistic view by examining the interaction between the various elements of the system. As described above for the system structure criterion and also for the system component relationship, the SAFRAN method combines the outputs of the relationships, characteristic for the ATSB and AcciMapp, with a description of these relationships between the various components, as is required for STAMP. The former is conducted when describing the performance of a single triangle; the latter is achieved by linking the control elements of consecutive iterations with triangles that describe the nested control loops in the system.

3.2.3. B.3 System Behaviour

The last criterion that is proposed by Underwood [7] to verify whether a method applies system thinking is its capability to address the various factors which may affect safety. This covers a set of elements as broad as inputs and outputs of activity and the associated transformation process, control and feedback loops, equifinality (i.e., a goal can be achieved from different starting points) and multifinality (i.e., the same starting point can produce a range of outputs), system adaptation, and the context in which performance takes place. Leveson [2], from a higher system perspective, refers to the possibility of describing the state of a system as a set of relevant properties describing it at any time. Hollnagel (cited in [10]), on the other hand, requires an analytical capability to deliver a description of the characteristics of human cognition that are included in the set of assumed causes. Other authors identify similar or related requirements to search for underlying causes [7] or the ability to identify contributing factors that can explain complex human decision making and organisational failures [12].

With the SAFRAN method, the output of a function or system—which is logically the first thing an investigator will be confronted with—is covered in the chart on the left side of each triangle when the actual performance is described. When following the method’s investigation logic, in the next steps, also the input conditions are identified (the “specify” element in Step 2) as well as the reasons that explain performance variability, i.e., the associate transformation, through the analysis of SPV (Step 3). The identification of these SPV for each individual iteration also covers the requirement to take into account the context in which actions and decisions are taken and eventual system adaption. Control and feedback loops are covered by analysing the “specify” and “verify” (and eventually the “adapt”) elements on the control side of each triangle. Equi- and multifinality, finally, are implicitly included when recognising resilience, and thus controlling the variability in process performance, as the strategy for managing safety and thus as the goal of each triangle or function that is investigated.
3.3. Usage Characteristics (C)

The third and last pillar in the evaluation framework provides a set of criteria that are representative of the easy acceptance and overall usability of an analysis method for practical application.

3.3.1. C.1 Accident Description

Underwood [7] introduces a timeline consideration criterion by evaluating whether a method incorporates the concept of time in the accident development process. Katsakiori et al. [8], later followed by Wienen et al. [6], require a method to be able to provide a comprehensive and clear picture that paints the narrative of the accident under investigation. This is in line with Hollnagel’s requirement (cited in [10]) for a method to produce an adequate explanation or account of why an adverse event (accident or incident) occurred. Additionally, Benner (cited in [10]) requires an investigation to result in a realistic description of the events that have occurred. He also requires the result of an investigation to be comprehensive and without confusion about what happened, without unsuspected gaps or holes in the explanation and with no conflict of understanding among those who read the report. Hollnagel, in turn, links this with audit capability, requiring it to be possible to retrace the analysis and reconstruct the choices, decisions, or categorisations made during the analysis.

Focusing on analysing the SMS and wider socio-technical system, the SAFRAN method requires an already established sequence of events to be able to start the analysis. Based on this sequence of events that should be describing the mechanisms and operational decisions that lead to an incident or accident, those events that showed critical variability can be selected, and with consecutive iterations, the relevant “underlying” elements can be further analysed. For each analysed function, throughout the entire socio-technical system, the SAFRAN method looks to understand the variability in performance (i.e., why actions or decisions were taken), and when strictly applied, the structured and iterative approach that characterizes the method will ensure full traceability of the analysis process.

3.3.2. C.2 Avoidance of Blame

Benner (cited in [10]) requires an investigation method to provide a non-causal framework and the resulting analysis to provide an objective description of the accident process. The attribution of cause or fault can then only be considered separate from the analysis and after a full understanding of the accident process is achieved. Underwood [10] translated this avoidance of blame into the question of whether a method directs the analyst towards identifying a root cause. Del Frate et al. [36], on the other hand, argue that a detailed investigation that backtracks all the events, circumstances and individuals that had some influence on a failure is not worth the effort because anticipating—or controlling—the future with such detail is simply not feasible. In the same line of thought, Reason [37] states that the ‘truth’, when investigating events, is unknowable, takes many forms and is in any case less important than the practical utility of an analysis method to assist in sense making and to lead to more effective measures and improved resilience.

As further argued under the section that reflects on the production of recommendations, the aim of accident investigations should be to teach an organisation to be resilient in order to compensate for structural shortcomings [38] as well as to address the weaknesses in the operating feedback systems that hamper a good understanding of vulnerabilities coming from daily, routine functioning [21]. Investigating an adverse event should then not necessarily give a snapshot of how an individual or even organisation has failed but should rather focus on collecting information on how well an organisation is capable of ensuring that the internal processes are working properly by monitoring and managing their possible sources of performance variability. This is exactly the focus that is integrated into and ensured by the investigation logic of the SAFRAN method.
3.3.3. C.3 Compatibility of the Method

The next criterion proposed by Underwood [7] to validate the usability of an accident investigation or analysis method is whether it can be used in conjunction with other analysis techniques. As explained earlier, the SAFRAN method focuses on analysing the SMS, starting from an already established sequence of events. It can therefore be classified as a “secondary” method, according to the terminology introduced by Sklet [11], providing special input as a supplement to other methods. Contrary to a primary method, that would be a stand-alone investigation technique.

3.3.4. C.4 Recommendation Production

The investigation of adverse events is not an objective as such. The effort should lead to improving safety performance, lessons need to be learned and the right countermeasures need to be taken, preferably by changing an organisation’s performance in an intended direction. Underwood [7] therefore suggests questioning whether a method aids the analyst in producing safety recommendations and providing generic insights into accident causation. Additionally, Katsakiori et al. [8] put forward a consequential requirement, questioning whether a method generates recommendations for improved safety, while similarly, Salmon et al. [12] require a method to support the development of appropriate countermeasures, as opposed to countermeasures that are focused on individual operators. In the same context, Benner (cited in [10]) requires an investigation method also to be direct and satisfying. Direct, in a sense that the investigation should provide results that do not require the collection of additional data before the needed controls can be identified and implemented. The results should also be satisfying for those who initialised the investigation and other individuals that may demand results from an investigation. This requirement comes close to the criterion proposed by Wiener et al. [6], namely, to question whether an investigation method can produce recommendations that can persuade management to take action.

With the structured review of a selected set of published railway accident investigation reports, all related to over-speeding accidents, Accou and Reniers [4] already argued that applying the SAFRAN method will automatically lead to issuing recommendations that can address both single-loop learning (i.e., correcting errors within the range, set by organisational norms, for performance) and double-loop learning (i.e., when correcting errors requires to change the organisational norms for performance). Additionally, the third type of learning that was identified by Argyris and Schön [39], called organisational deutero-learning and referring to the capability of an organisation to “learn how to learn”, is actively supported by the SAFRAN method. This will be the case when recommendations are issued to improve the functioning of the processes that define the control part of each triangle (i.e., specify, verify and adapt). Every iteration of the SAFRAN method that is triggered by the further analysis of an organisation’s capability to monitor and control variability will offer this opportunity.

3.3.5. C.5 Resources Required

The next criterion proposed by Underwood [7] to evaluate the ease of use for an investigation method is the resources and data an analyst would require when using the method. Here, Hollnagel (cited by [10]) makes a distinction between the effective resources needed, the time to learn and the cost-effectiveness of an investigation method. The main resources that will define how difficult or easy it is to use a specific method are people (hours of work), time, information and documentation, and additional needs such as specialist software. Equally important is how easy a method is to understand and the time it takes to learn to use it and to become a proficient user. The cost-effectiveness parameter, in turn, relates to the relative costs and benefits associated with using a specific method. These elements summarise similar practical requirements that are put forward by also other authors [7,8,12].
In general, learning and applying the SAFRAN method is not considered very time-consuming. Flovenz [13], for instance, states that: “While training and practical application under the supervision of an experienced practitioner appears to be clearly required, the method is relatively simple to use and easy to learn. It is comprehensive, while at the same time not overly time consuming to use”. Similarly, RAIB [40] reports that “using the same approach (i.e., applying the consecutive steps of one SAFRAN iteration) to every factor of the on-going investigation went well” and STSB [41] states that “the method has the particularity of not being complicated to use”.

3.3.6. C.6 Usability

The last criterion, put forward by Underwood [7] in his evaluation framework, relates to the features that may affect the efficiency and effectiveness of a method. A more concrete interpretation of this criterion can be found by Benner (cited in [10]), who requires an investigation method to be disciplining, functional and definitive. The requirement to be disciplining refers to the capability of a method to provide an orderly, systematic framework and a set of procedures to discipline the investigators’ tasks in order to focus their efforts on important and necessary tasks. Similar reasoning can be found in Underwood and Waterson’s work [3], who suggest questioning whether a method has a structured application process. Benner’s functional requirement aims at helping the investigators determine which events were part of the accident process as well as those events that were unrelated. Waterson et al. [9] relate this to the need for a method to support analysing interactions across system levels. The requirement for a method to be definitive, on the other hand, is explained by the need to provide criteria to identify and define the data that is needed to describe what happened. This could be linked to the requirement to have a taxonomy available that allows for classifying the factors that contribute to an event, as is put forward by several authors [8]; Hollnagel, cited in [10,42]. The last element that relates to the usability of an investigation method put forward by Salmon et al. [12] is whether the method is generally applicable and not sector specific.

In its feedback on the first application of the SAFRAN method, RAIB [40] reports that systematically following the five steps for each iteration was useful and introduced rigour into the investigation. Malone [14] then reports that applying the SAFRAN methods prevents transforming the investigation into an SMS audit and that “using the ‘Function’ step in SAFRAN ensured focus remained on the specific SMS section under analysis”. This provides evidence that the SAFRAN method, through its concept, provides guidance on what to look for and in what order to be able to understand each relevant decision and action in the different levels of a socio-technical system, as well as on how to link the different functions across system levels; herewith satisfying both the disciplining and the functional requirement. Finally, the general applicability of the SAFRAN method was explicitly addressed by the study of Flovenz [13], who validated the method for use in the aviation sector using real safety investigation data and concluded that “the SAFRAN method has shown itself to be well suited for applications to internal aviation safety investigations”. Taking into account the similarities in requirements that exist between the different high-risk sectors in which the implementation of an SMS is a legal obligation, the authors are confident that this finding is also valid in other domains where safety risks have to be managed.

4. Discussion

The above evaluation against a well-defined set of structured criteria gives a clear indication of the potential that the SAFRAN method offers.

The development process of the analysis method (A) started from a precise problem definition (A.1) with the wish to develop an investigation method that can better guide investigators towards a structured analysis of the relevant elements of an SMS, and even the wider socio-technical system, as the reason for developing SAFRAN. The modelling approach (A.2) contains different layers. Firstly, the SAFRAN method is built around a unique
unit of analysis, called the Safety Fractal, that reflects a generic set of basic requirements that are needed to manage activities at three distinct levels: performance, implementation and control. When applying this unit with resilience performance as the explicit objective underlying these requirements, the focus on managing safety shifts from eliminating threats towards controlling the variability in safety performance. This is also what guides the questioning that forms the investigation logic, with two possible ways of identifying the next process to analyse: firstly, for each of the identified SPV of the previously investigated function, the process that would logically manage this as part of an SMS, and secondly, the process that represents the capability of the system to verify the variability in the performance of the initially investigated function. The possibility to graphically represent the investigation results (A.3) is created through linking triangles, where each side represents one of the three identified levels that can be used to observe an activity. Each triangle, in turn, represents a unique process or activity.

The structured approach that is characteristic of the method allows not only to link the operational findings of an accident in a logical way to the management processes of an SMS but also to the wider regulatory framework. This analysis of a system structure, the relationships of its components and its behaviour is indicative of a system’s approach [7]. Furthermore, by systematically repeating the same questioning at all levels under investigation, SAFRAN guides investigators to understand the context or ‘local rationality’ of decisions at not only the operational but also the tactical, strategic and policy levels of a socio-technical system. This addresses the need to gain a better understanding of management decisions that are contributing to accidents [21], as well as the finding that investigations going outside the border of an organisation and focusing on government and regulators lack appropriate analysis methods (e.g., [38]). Still, the authors believe that the iterative aspect of the SAFRAN method, when starting from the identified critical variability closest to the event sequence, will prevent investigators from overlooking the importance of cognitive issues at the sharp end in favour of those organisational and wider systemic issues; a risk identified by Young et al. [43] related to the use of Reason’s Swiss Cheese Model. Equally, it was demonstrated that the SAFRAN method also guarantees a systems approach (B), characterised by the capability to cover system structure (B.1), system component relationship (B.2) and system behaviour (B.3). Applying the SAFRAN logic, leads investigators to describe not only the performance of a single function but also a hierarchy of functions, starting from the functions closest to the event under investigation towards functions that can either manage the sources of performance variability or the capability of the related organisations to verify and manage performance variability.

We need to be more critical about the capacity of the used graphical representation to help communicate the findings of an investigation with others. In general, based on feedback when explaining the method to investigators or students with concrete examples, the graphical representation of the findings is perceived as complex. RAIB [40], when providing feedback on an early application of the method for an ongoing investigation, reported that “the investigators are not keen on using the triangle representation that is perceived to be overly complicating the picture”. For a large part, the authors relate this to the trade-off that each time needs to be made between showing an overview on a restricted display and keeping the structure in the logic and hierarchy of the findings. This is also reflected in the analysis performed by Flovenz [13], who reports on a “rapid consumption of space” when using triangular shapes with related text boxes and a lack of flexibility related to the Microsoft Visio software that is currently used when creating the graphical representations. This is particularly true when more complex incidents or accidents are analysed. Malone [14] also reports on similar difficulties in producing graphical illustrations of analysis iterations. The perceived complexity of the current graphical representation led some of the early testers of the method to look for alternative representations [13] or to integrate the SAFRAN findings into the graphical representation they are currently using and that is fault-tree inspired [40]. The authors acknowledge that more work is needed to achieve a satisfactory result that provides maximum support for investigators. This
experience, in which one has succeeded in integrating the SAFRAN results into existing and already proven techniques, may, on the other hand, also be an indication of the flexibility of the method.

Additionally, the evaluation of the usage characteristics (C) of the SAFRAN method reflects its presumed flexibility and usability. For the accident description (C.1), with the method requiring an already established sequence of events to start the analysis, the initial design of the graphical representation did not take that into account. Flovenz [13], when evaluating his use of the SAFRAN method, suggests adding a timeline to the graphical representation of the analysis results. He justifies this choice by stating that constructing a timeline enables the investigator to have a point of reference from which to conduct his systemic analysis, even if he or she is not using a sequential method. This idea was picked up for the analysis of the Grayrigg accident, where the physical sequence of events that describes the gradual deterioration of the switches was added (i.e., the boxes with a green lining in Appendix A). Focusing on variability in the performance of the system, an initial SAFRAN analysis would only have shown the setting of the residual switch opening and the unsafe state of the switch as starting points for further analysis. In addition, RAIB [40], when providing feedback on an early application of the SAFRAN method for an ongoing investigation, reported that “there were no difficulties transferring the result of the SAFRAN analysis into the RAIB report format”. Again Flovenz [13] argues that the SAFRAN approach, with its logic of looking at performance variability and its sources “before moving on to work-as-imagined and how the process was conceived” avoids “investigators to assume that the problem originated with the variable human element at the sharp end”. This also satisfies the requirement to avoid blame when analysing an event (C.2). With SAFRAN being a “secondary” method, focusing more on the analytical interpretation of an event rather than a descriptive reconstruction, compatibility with other methods (C.3) is a prerequisite. This is also reflected in Malone’s feedback on applying the SAFRAN method [14]: “SAFRAN’s focus is SMS investigations, so cannot be compared to other analysis method in terms of how to get to root causes. However it does compliment other analysis methods and should be used as a supplement to them”. The SAFRAN method should therefore be used in complement to methods that allow to establish the sequence of events or the physical mechanism that describes an accident. In that context, Malone [14] notes that “STEP and SAFRAN appear to make good partners to support investigators in understanding causal factors in relation to an effective SMS”. This again is in line with the finding of other authors [3,44] that no single technique can cover the complexity of a system and that it is therefore better to use different methods alongside each other in an investigator toolkit.

So far, the way how applying the SAFRAN method could lead to the production of (improved) recommendations (C.4) could not be extensively tested. From a theoretical point of view, however, the three degrees of learning “depth”, as introduced by Argyris and Schón [39], correspond nicely with the three sides of the Safety Fractal: improving process performance corresponds with single-loop learning, improving process implementation corresponds to double-loop learning and improving process control corresponds with deutero- or triple-loop learning. This also counters the criticism of Wienen et al. [6] that applying systemic methods makes it harder to formulate corrective measures that can be implemented by management. This idea is supported by Flovenz’s finding [13] that within a few iterations with the SAFRAN method, he arrived at questions that generated management discomfort, which he considers to be a measure of success for systemic methods. Moreover, applying the SAFRAN method to investigate the different hierarchical layers will disclose how actions and decisions taken by individuals or teams at all these levels are affected by their local goals, resource constraints and external influences and discover the “local rationality” of decision and policy makers. This is expected to result in recommendations that address the capability of the entire socio-technical system to manage safety critical variability, leading to more resilient performance. As such, the application of the SAFRAN method promises to create a greater impact on improving global system
safety by moving away from the traditionally identified countermeasures that protect a causal link with a barrier, as suggested by Groeneweg [45], hereby fully embracing the idea that safety is an emergent property. To fully exploit this potential, some additional explanation during the training of users might be required since Malone [14] reported she found it “not clear how SMS recommendation are developed, although this could be through verification of SPV’s”.

The relative easiness of learning and using the SAFRAN method may help to solve the problem of high resource requirements (C.5) that is often assimilated into the existing systemic accident analysis methods (e.g., [6]). Based on their practice of training investigators in applying the SAFRAN method, the authors recognise different degrees of complexity in understanding how to apply the method to achieve its maximum potential. Understanding the basic steps of one iteration is easy and is perceived as being close to the normal accident investigation practice. Making the shift in mindset from failure to performance variability and understanding actions and behaviours in their context is already the next step in understanding how to adequately apply the method. The last step is then to find “the next function to investigate” and to understand how to apply the investigation logic to move through the different management processes and hierarchical layers of the socio-technical system. When applied consistently, the SAFRAN method will require various types of data to be collected, first to complete the different steps in one iteration and then similarly from all relevant parts of the socio-technical system. Both Flovenz [13] and Malone [14] report that, compared to a less structured investigation, the SAFRAN method quickly brought them to identify the existing framework that is supposed to control and regulate the identified variability. In that context, RAIB [40] reported that finding the right information to reply to step 2 of a single iteration “is not always as straightforward as one might expect, particularly if there is nothing in place”. In their analysis of 55 derailment accident investigation reports, Accou and Carpinelli [31] also identified that the actual practice of railway accident investigation might lack proper knowledge of human and organisational factors to be able to consistently provide an answer to the step 3 of a single SAFRAN iteration. This appears to be even more the case for further iterations. STSB [41], on the other hand, reports on difficulties in finding relevant information when systematically applying the SAFRAN method for management processes that are more distant from the sequence of events, already from a second iteration onwards. The main cause they see for this is the reluctance of the parties involved to disclose weaknesses in their processes to an (investigation) authority. A similar finding that interviewees often do not (want to?) understand the relevance of more in-depth SAFRAN-guided questions for a specific accident and are therefore reluctant to provide the necessary information, even if available, was informally reported by one investigator after trying to apply the SAFRAN method for an in-company accident investigation. This leads to the conclusion that the usability of a systemic investigation method depends not only on the expertise of the investigators in using the method but also on the understanding of stakeholders’ need to provide the necessary information in order to improve the system.

The authors believe that the structured approach that is characteristic of the SAFRAN method can help to explain the interaction between the different hierarchical layers in the socio-technical system and how they ultimately contribute to controlling critical system variability. However, to gain full effect, management and other stakeholders would have to be trained in system thinking as well. The last element, related to the use of resources, is the application of a stop rule. Both RAIB [40] and Flovenz [13] report that the SAFRAN would benefit from clear criteria or at least guidance on how far to take the analysis. Additionally, Malone [14] found it difficult to determine when to stop the analysis. The initial investigation logic [4] proposed to stop the analysis when a major specification issue for a process was identified that could be corrected, leading the investigation towards the formulation of recommendations that would create sustainable change. As mentioned above, on the other hand, STSB [41] identified the lack of available information as a natural
way of stopping the analysis. Here, also the ability to adapt the method to the scale and scope of the investigation can be considered an asset.

According to Flovenz [13], “SAFRAN is perhaps the systemic analysis method which best achieves the much-needed compromise between thoroughness and efficiency, which would encourage the more widespread use of systemic analysis methods, especially for internal investigations within organisations.” A warning, however, might be in order here. As also argued above, the SAFRAN method aims at producing recommendations that address the capability of responsible organisations to manage safety critical variability, leading them towards more resilient performance. As such, the application of the SAFRAN method promises to create a greater impact on improving global system safety by moving away from the traditionally identified countermeasures that protect a causal link with a barrier [41]. Performing this type of analysis, which covers several dimensions of an entire system, requires, however, knowledge from many different disciplines to interpret data at several strata of complex socio-technical systems [46]. Like Le Coze [46], the authors believe that this requirement is more likely to be met when several specialists or experts interact on the same accident analysis. A similar reflection was made by Accou and Carpinelli [31] when describing SAFRAN and the related SPV taxonomy as a vehicle to enable non-experts in human and organisational factors to identify the different elements that introduce variability in (operational) performance and to recognise what additional expertise can be called upon when needed.

Additionally, Flovenz [13] highlights the possibility of having taxonomies to support the SAFRAN analysis as a possible area to increase usability (C.6) in order to guide the investigators “to ask the appropriate question to determine whether such (i.e., human and organisational) factors need to be included or excluded”. Based on similar needs expressed by other investigators that were informally testing the method, it was decided to develop a set of SPV and a related questionnaire [31] that match the SAFRAN investigation logic. Additionally, Flovenz’s [13] second argument that justifies the development of taxonomies in support of the SAFRAN method, namely to allow classifying the encountered issues for further (statistical) monitoring, has been addressed during the development phase. Rather than just classifying individual factors or combinations of these, the choice was made to try to identify the relevant taxonomies that would allow to classify the entire logic of completed SAFRAN investigations. First reflections show that a combination of the following taxonomies would allow the systematic classification of SAFRAN investigations in the railway domain: (a) a list of domain-specific events (e.g., collision, derailment, . . . ), (b) a list of domain-specific operational functions with the potential for performance variability that could lead to an accident (e.g., [47]), (c) a set of elements describing the human and organisational factors that can explain individual actions and decisions that create critical performance variability (e.g., the list of SPV in [31]) and (d) a list of management functions that could cover the implementation (i.e., train, equip, organise) and control (i.e., specify, verify, adapt) parts of the Safety Fractal. The first results of such a classification of investigation result show high potential for identifying similar patterns in (weaknesses) of safety management and SMS that would not be detected with a more traditional classification of incidents and accident precursors or even contributing factors in databases.

Finally, training on the methods and corresponding guidance material should also help to gain a better understanding and increase usability. In particular, the development of concrete examples was an idea that was proposed by several of the participants in already delivered training sessions.

A concluding limitation can be mentioned, more related to the general validation of the method as such: none of the tests performed have yet used the SAFRAN method as a starting point for data collection. This is only partially offset by the testing conducted with ongoing accident investigations [40,41] and specifically also by the work of Flovenz [13], who, as the original investigator of his case study, was able to provide some answers to additional questions to be posed when applying the SAFRAN method. As an overall last comment, the authors would also like to stress that they do not want to give the impression
that high-risk industries are generally unsafe. Consecutive decades of structures risk analysis and safety design have created a solid baseline of safe performance, but (sometimes critical) variability in this performance still exists—and will continue to exist. The remaining challenge is to improve the control of this variability.

5. Conclusions

Despite the systems approach to accident analysis being the dominant research paradigm and the concept of SMS being introduced in high-risk industries already for several years, accident investigation practice is still poor in analysing the basic elements that compose an SMS and in embracing system theory. In this paper, the different elements that compose the SAfety FRactal ANalysis method are critically evaluated against a set of tested criteria, hereby trying to ensure a high level of practitioner involvement. The element of the method that offers the highest potential to be easily adopted by accident investigation practitioners lies in the identification of five recognisable investigation steps that, when iterated, provide a structured way to guide them to evaluate all processes throughout a socio-technical system in a similar way. The structured but also guided approach provides the necessary rigour that will allow us to keep a good balance between examining the complexity of a socio-technical system and the restricted availability of resources and people that often limit the possibility for an in-depth analysis of accidents. Based on the performed evaluation, the authors believe that, when it comes to applying a systems approach to accident analysis, with the aim of creating more sustainable and resilient performance, the current investigation practice could gain from applying the SAFRAN method.
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Appendix A

Figure A1. SAFRAN representation of the Grayrigg accident.
Appendix B

Table A1. Comparing Underwood’s evaluation framework with other authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wienen et al. (2017) [6]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Does the method take into account the socio-technical context?</td>
<td>Does the method allow to describe control-feedback loops at different hierarchical levels?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterson et al. (2015) [9]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Defining what is meant by an STS approach to safety: identifying the core constructs and elements of STS</td>
<td>The coverage of STS and its application to safety: address external and environmental aspects of the work domain (e.g., regulatory, economic influences on safety) + define boundaries between system elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwood and Waterson (2013) [15]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Does the graphical output of the method help facilitate the analysis (e.g., identify evidence gaps)? Does the method provide a useful means of communicating the findings of analysis with others?</td>
<td>How complex is the system to be analysed? How much of the system will be analysed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salmon et al. (2011) [12]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Coverage of the overall socio-technical system</td>
<td>Linkage of failures within and between levels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sklet (2004) [11]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Does the method provide a graphical description of the event sequence? Is the modeling of the system inductive, deductive, morphological or non-system oriented?</td>
<td>The level of scope of the analysis (referring to Rasmussen’s 6 levels)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benner (1985; cited in Speziali and Hollnagel, 2008) [10]</td>
<td>Consistent—Model must be theoretically consistent with an agency’s safety program concepts</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hollnagel (1998; cited in Speziali and Hollnagel, 2008) [10]</td>
<td>Technical basis—Technical content as the extent to which models generated from within each approach are grounded in a clear identifiable model of human action</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Analytical capability—The ability to support a retrospective analysis of events involving human erroneous actions; the specific outcome of a retrospective analysis should be a description of the characteristics of human cognition that are included in the set of assumed causes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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